Features and Capabilities
Features You Need
Creation

Instilled Has It!

Organizationally curated playlists/collections of content that can contain a video, screen capture, audio, and elearning
Built-in video recorder and screen capture for desktop or mobile
Auto-speech to text and translation of all video
Edit the auto-generated caption file
Add time-stamped chaptering to videos
Sync up associated slides and pdfs alongside the video.
Add callouts to pinpoint areas of interest
Video trimming cut out those awkward bits at the beginning + end
gomo authoring (5 seats included)
Delivery
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Explore content from a library of visual playlists containing company featured content, subscription content, or trending content
Filter and sort by comments, views, subscriptions or publish date, most views, etc.
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Search to moment in time within containers, slides, chapters, comments, captions within video
Search down to the spoken word within video to find exactly what you need when you need it
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Subscribe to and bookmark content to reference later and help others discover quality content
Collaborate in-line with peers and SME interactions right on the content
Secure and authenticated access make sure people access only what they need to see
Create controlled learning pathways to guide the user experience
Elearning content delivery
PDF delivery and tracking
Apply and Analyze
Content metrics/Compliance reports displayed through line charts, area charts, and leaderboards
Downloadable metrics, CSV or API
System usage activity reports showing total logins, logins by day, content launched per login
Content usage displayed by completion rates and popularity of content (and more) over time using heatmaps, pie charts, and activity detail reports
Assessment performance displaying a visual breakdown of pass/fail status of different activities by time period using pie charts and leaderboards
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User activity capturing the most active users and most recent activity through leaderboards and activity streams
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